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Test iOS Apps with UI Automation: Bug Hunting Made EasyPragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	If you're an iOS developer or QA professional tapping through an app to reproduce bugs or performance issues you thought were solved two releases ago, then this is your book. Learn how to script the user interface, assert correct behavior, stub external dependencies, reproduce performance problems, organize test code for the long haul,...
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Liver Disease: A Clinical CasebookSpringer, 2019

	
		This clinical casebook provides a concise yet comprehensive state-of-the-art review of liver disease. Presented in a case-based format, each case features a scenario centered on a different variant of liver disease, with sections on case history, diagnosis/assessment, treatment, outcomes, alternative approaches, and clinical pearls....
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The Complete Book of Intelligence Tests: 500 Exercises to Improve, Upgrade and Enhance Your Mind StrengthJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Intelligence may be narrowly defined as the capacity to acquire knowledge and understanding, and use it in different novel situations. It is this ability, or capacity, which enables the individual to deal with real situations and profit intellectually from sensory experience. A test of intelligence is designed to formally study, under test...
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Protocol EngineeringSpringer, 2012

	Communication protocols form the operational basis of computer networks and telecommunication systems. They are behavior conventions that describe how communication systems interact with each other, defining the temporal order of the interactions and the formats of the data units exchanged – essentially they determine the...
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Java Unit Testing with JUnit 5: Test Driven Development with JUnit 5Apress, 2017

	
		Explore the new way of building and maintaining test cases with Java test driven development (TDD) using JUnit 5. This book doesn't just talk about the new concepts, it shows you ways of applying them in TDD and Java 8 to continuously deliver code that excels in all metrics. 
	
		


		
			Unit testing...
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Testing SAP R/3: A Manager's Step-by-Step GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Destined to become your essential SAP R/3 desktop reference  

 Testing SAP R/3: A Manager′s Step–by–Step Guide demystifies this powerful software to enable professionals to implement a disciplined, efficient, and proven approach for testing SAP R/3. Providing much needed industry guidance for...
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Mechanical Tests for Bituminous Mixes - Characterization, Design and Quality ControlRoutledge, 1990
This book forms the Proceedings of an International RILEM Symposium, the fourth in the series, on Testing of Bituminous Mixes in Budapest, Hungary, October 1990. The aim of the Symposium is to promote tests for the characterization, design and quality control of bituminous mixes which combine the best features of traditional and modern approaches....
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Illustrated Guide to Home Forensic Science Experiments: All Lab, No Lecture (Diy Science)Maker Media, Inc, 2012

	
		Have you ever wondered whether the forensic science you’ve seen on TV is anything like the real thing? There’s no better way to find out than to roll up your sleeves and do it yourself. This full-color book offers advice for setting up an inexpensive home lab, and includes more than 50 hands-on lab sessions that deal with...
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ASP.NET Core Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2017

	Quickly find solutions to common web development problems. Content is presented in the popular problem-solution format. Look up the problem that you want to solve. Read the solution. Apply the solution directly in your own code. Problem solved!





	ASP.NET Core Recipes is a practical guide for developers creating modern...
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Teach Yourself Electricity and ElectronicsMcGraw-Hill, 2001
In introductory electronics, Stan Gibilisco wrote the book.  The gifted writer/teacher's TEACH YOURSELF ELECTRICITY AND ELECTRONICS is your best choice for clarity, completeness, and up-to-date coverage.

* The best-selling electronics introduction, offering a user-friendly independent study approach 
* The quickest way to learn the...
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Applied Software MeasurementMcGraw-Hill, 2008
Effectively forecast, manage, and control software across the entire project lifecycle

Accurately size, estimate, and administer software projects with real-world guidance from an industry expert. Fully updated to cover the latest tools and techniques, Applied Software Measurement, Third Edition details how to...
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Platform Interference in Wireless Systems: Models, Measurement, and MitigationNewnes, 2008
Intra-system EMC problems are becoming increasingly common in mobile devices, ranging from notebook PCs to cell phones, with RF/wireless capbilities. These issues range from minor annoyances to serious glitches which impede the functioning of the device. This book gives a thourough review of electromagnetic theory (including Maxwell's equations),...
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